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for my meals and my comfort—and an intense longing no doubt
to get back to Calcutta again. He told me when the journey was
finished and we parted at Rangoon that he had enjoyed it, perhaps
in the same way as one is thrilled in looking back on some
unpleasant adventure of the past when one is seated comfortably
in an armchair at home. Yet in all his discomforts and dis-
appointments and fears he never neglected his duties and per-
formed them willingly—but he wept a little now and again.
Performing acrobatic feats of balancing we embarked on
board our frail boat. There was just room to squat under the
matting awning that scraped my helmet all the time and restricted
the view, for it formed a sort of low tunnel, a couple of yards in
length and reaching right down to the boat's sides. For security
in navigation a weather-boarding of bamboo poles was made fast
to both sides of the boat in order to render it less liable to capsize
in the many rapids that must be passed. The crew of three
tattooed Burmans in their gay " longyis " that reached like a tight-
fitting skirt from waist to ankle, soon transported my bedding and
kit aboard. Gay, pleasant men they were, with their long hair
protruding from the scanty folds of their turbans like stiff black
tassels. I sought shelter from the hot sun in the " cabin " while
Mohammed surveyed with disapproval the totally inadequate
space in which, if he could manage to keep his balance, he would
have to prepare my meals. A few minutes sufficed to instal
ourselves and our belongings and with a swift gliding motion our
boat struck out into the stream and was soon progressing
smoothly and silently on its course down the river.
On a little platform aft, over the rudder, the steersman wielded
a large paddle, while forward of the " cabin " his two companions
rowed. They had divested themselves of their coloured raiment
and except for scanty shorts and immense straw hats rising to a
point in the centre, they were naked.
The placid reach of the river on which we had embarked did
not continue for long, and our skiff was soon dancing in the
surf of a succession of shallows and rapids, to issue again into
clear still water where the current was almost inappreciable.
Great forest trees festooned in creepers overhung the long pools
and from the boulder-strewn banks of the stream—for the Yu
river is little more—the jungle rose a tangled mass of dense
vegetation to the high hills above. There is little life and little
traffic. The water was very shallow. Our boat drew about eight
inches and was often ashore or bumping on the water-worn

